
Environmentally 
Friendly

Did you know millions of 
disposable nappies and wipes 
end up in landfill every day? The 
Strucket reduces the strain on 
Mother Earth by reducing the 
hassle of cleaning cloth nappies 
through its easy soak, separate 
and drain system. It’s sustainable 
for the earth and your wallet. 
Strucket is a fantastic dry-pail 
nappy solution.

Hands off the water (and chemicals!)

The revolutionary strainer-meet-bucket system is designed to 
ensure you no-longer need to touch dirty, unhygienic, toxic water 
again. Our patented, interlocking connection allows you to easily 
separate and strain, then drain the chemical-laden water straight 
into the sink.

Saving Families Time... 
and Money!

Our goal is to provide parents 
with a solution that makes 
sustainable change faster, 
cheaper and easier. It takes 
approximately 6000 disposable 
nappies from birth to toilet-
trained. It’s easy to understand 
the costs involved – and how 
Strucket can help.

Soak
Simply fill with water 
and the best agent 
for your outcome and 
then walk away!
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Infinite Uses
Our customer are coming up new innovative ways to use the Strucket every day:

Designed for Purpose, head to toe.
So beautiful, even our bottom is worth showing!

Meet StrucketTM

Why do families need a Strucket?
As a mother of three children, Strucket inventor, Kelly Lavery was thrown into 
the trenches of baby muck, surrounded by buckets of it. There had to be a more 
hygienic and faster way to remove the items out of buckets. She found nothing, 
zip, zero – nothing that could keep her hands out of filthy water. 

The Strucket takes the effort and mess out of soaking, giving families more time 
to spend doing things that make them feel good... like playing with the kids or 
showering in peace (cause we all know this is what families really dream of)!

International Recognition
After a huge launch in 2018, the Strucket has 
revolutionized laundries around Australia, and has 
been recognized with the following accolades and 
certifications:

“This product is completely fit for purpose. Strucket solves a
real-world problem economically and effectively. Simply 
conceived and solidly constructed, this is a well thought through 
and very functional product. Beautiful and highly functional 
design features make this a clear Good Design Award Winner”

– Good Design Award Australia



Separate & Strain

Once your items have soaked 
sufficiently, is when the Strucket 
can strut its stuff! Simply pull the 
strainer from the bucket, click into 
place, separating the soaked items 
and leaving the dirty water behind! 
In this position the Strucket also 
acts as a dry-pail for modern cloth 
nappies.

Drain

Best of all, when the whole job is done all you 
need to do is release the plug that is built 
into the base of the Strucket and watch your 
dirty water drain away... Without your hands 
ever needing to touch it!

World first, patented
Interlocking mechanism

After a successful launch in 2018, we are now seeking 
distributors and stockists for the Strucket worldwide.

The Strucket comes in three base colors, and colors 
can be customized to suit your brand.

To watch the Strucket in action and to learn more 
about stocking the Strucket, please visit
strucket.com/wholesale-enquiries

Wholesale
Opportunities

Your customers will love
Strucket!

The Strucket is a versatile product that easily lends itself 
across a range of industries, audiences and uses:

  •  Baby & Child Care
  •  Household Cleaning
  •  Hospitality
  •  Aged & Home Care
  •  Disability & Incontinence
  •  Fishing & Camping
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“Throughout the entire ordering process, the team 
at Strucket have been incredible to work with.

Our first delivery of Struckets arrived on time, and 
our customers went crazy for them! As a retailer 
of Modern Cloth Nappies, my customers found the 
Strucket to be the perfect companion product for 
my range, helping them clean and re-use my nappy 
range.”

– Jordan, Bare + Boho Nappies Australia

“International patent rights pending” – we always wanted to say that!

“Wow, was a great product Strucket is! When we 
first saw it, our team knew it was the perfect fit for 
our online store. We were right, it nearly sold out 
within a week!

The Strucket also allows us to cut down order 
packing supplies by using the air-space inside to 
stack additional purchases – saving us money and 
reducing damage to products during shipping.”

– Mel, Cheeky Wipes Australia


